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Feral Ways
Kashink visited New York in late summer for the opening of the group show “Feral Ways” where 
her work was featured alongside, Kristen Liu Wong, Lauren YS and Boy Kong. She quickly created 
a custom installation from a list of items she requested be waiting for her at Superchief Gallery 
when she arrived, including mannikins and plastic plants, which were embellished and arranged 
in an arresting juxtaposition near a series of paintings newly born with the show’s theme. And, 
although she had no particular plans to paint walls during her stay, she collaborated on an 
exterior gallery wall before the show opened and a garage door across the street in her highly 
recognizable style, adding eye-popping visuals to the approach to the space and a theme park 
vibe to the neighborhood.

To say that Kashink is a heavy-hitter is obvious, to take in her body of work it is evident what 
a powerhouse of creativity, originality, and talent she is, backed with a personality that exudes 
intelligence and strength, coupled with a wise-guy edge and at times, an ambiguity that retains 
her privacy and creates a tension that keeps audiences guessing and wanting to know more. Like 
the namesake of the show at Superchief, one can sense that the artist is native to some feral ways.

Kashink’s work has a playfulness like that of Keith Haring, but with a more sophisticated level of 
execution. To think of her work, bar none, she comes to mind as an artist that has a fresh approach 
like that of no other proceeding her. Particularly when taking in the works from her walls being 
committed to her face as a form of modern war paint in celebration of a layered persona with 
the complexity of a moving kaleidoscope. An original creator, Kashink soars above the ordinary 
capturing the zeitgeist of the artosphere. She is inspired by some other known entities like 
Salvador Dali and Frida Kahlo, as well as cultural influences including masks. One can see these 
influences in her work, yet her intake processes them uniquely, and her output is pure Kashink. 

During her visit, I had planned to interview Kashink one-on-one. Instead, I modified my ask to see 
if she might want to give a talk to a subset of the thirty-one summer residents I was mentoring at 
the Con Artist Collective at 119 Ludlow Street on Manhattan’s Lower East Side at the time. Luckily, 
for those artists in attendance that evening, she agreed, and I took notes directly from that talk to 
compile this story.

For the past thirteen years, Kashink has been painting street art, which she lovingly refers to as 
“decorating our urban environment.” She noted in her talk that her primary income is from mural 
commissions. For the past four years, she has been drawing a thin-lined Salvador Dali-esque 
mustache just above her top lip. As a self-proclaimed activist who questions gender equality, 
the add-on mustache is a method she uses to present herself to the world and challenges the 
established aesthetic code. “Why are certain lines on a woman’s face okay while others are not?” 
she asks. “Think of the absurdity of what a woman’s face should look like,” she adds. 

After all, Kashink explains, her mustache is merely formed by the same two lines that women 
typically would draw on as eyeliner, simply moved down the face further, yet it so dramatically 
impacts those who view it, that they are visibly moved.
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TOP LEFT: Mural, Feral Ways, 
Superchief NYC; TOP RIGHT: Feral 
Ways installation, Superchief NYC; 
MIDDLE:  Pussy #6, Feral Ways, 
Superchief NYC 
Photos: ©2018 kHyal

BOTTOM: Self-portraits  
courtesy of the artist.  
©KASHINK  All rights reserved.
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Kashink’s work questions the norms and rules of 
gender. She welcomes interaction, and the queries that 
come from random strangers regarding her different 
look, and it has become part of the work itself. She is 
used to the common comparisons to Dali and other 
things that provide a basis of something known.

Taking selfie videos wherever she goes, Kashink 
documents her process and interactions. She says 
she has never gotten herself into any trouble with 
her performance-based lifestyle and ignores any of 
the negatives. She is accustom to be stared at and, at 
times, made fun of, particularly in France which she 
describes as extremely conservative. Other places in 
the world, Kashink is met with a variety of reactions, 
once in a Melbourne taxi, she tells us the taxi driver 
pulled out his phone to share photos of a famous 
1950s actress who also painted on a mustache. 
She takes this all in stride as part of her “social 
experiment,” a tool many artists employ to leverage 
their vantage points. For Kashink, this process led her 
from painting walls to performance, something she 
seems to do with equal ease. In questioning her own 
identity, she began to realize that the characters she 
drew on walls were really all a form a self-portraiture, 
so taking those works from the walls and beginning 
to paint them elaborately on her face, beyond the 
simple mustache became a means for self-discovery. 
“Life experience teaches us about ourselves, to live 
in peace and feel good about who we are,” she states 
about her personal journey. 

When it comes to murals, Kashink says that her 
painting is entirely impromptu and without formal 
planning. Depending on the circumstance, she sizes 
up the wall she is presented with, factoring in things 
like the number of colors and time as part of her 
spontaneous creation. 

Louvrers and Winners
In January of 2018, the Louvre Museum contacted 
Kashink for a project that was to commemorate the 
50th anniversary of a French revolution involving 
blue-collar workers and students against the 
government. She was one of five artists chosen for the 
project, and each was to paint a massive mural. Yet the 

artists were told there was next to no budget for the 
project. She explained that she felt taken advantage 
of for her status as one of the top female street artists 
working internationally, and her accompanying social 
media feeds and popularity. Kashink questioned the 
museum and university staff, asking for a reasonable 
budget, and ultimately turned down the opportunity 
when she was not offered one. She felt strongly that 
the Louvre and the large, prestigious university 
where the murals were to be executed had money 
and should compensate her adequately for the work. 
Instead, the day before her birthday, she organized a 
boxing match which she spent two months training 
for. Her competitor was a large sign with giant letters 
spelling out the word “institution” in all caps. Armed 
with boxing gloves and paint, she punched at the 
large sign until the word was covered in red while 
two commentators recited amplified messages about 
the performance based on the communications that 
had taken place between artist and the institutions 
during the request and negotiations about getting 
paid for the requested commission. Using art as a 
weapon to defend herself and the honor of others, and 
therapeutically as a tool to process the experience, 
the artist came to her own resolve while adding to the 
density of her body of work.

Men Have Bigger Walls
In Kashink’s experience as a street artist, she observes 
that “men get bigger walls,” a phenomenon that she 
has repeatedly witnessed in the field. She brings 
this to our attention, and it becomes a fact we store 
for reference. Most of us no doubt not knowing or 
noticing, as we tend to focus on what feels more 
pressing, like the lack of women painting walls at all in 
comparison to their male counterparts.

Analogging It
Kashink stated that she does not employ the use of 
digital tools in her work, it is all done by hand and 
she is not a graphic designer. Perhaps it is important 
to note in an age where so many street artists do use 
technology in their work and integrate techniques 
learned via formal training in graphic design.
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KASKINK presenting her work to summer residents at the Con Artist Collective, 119 Ludlow Street, New York City

Kashink currently works in five mediums: walls, canvas, performance, posters, and short films. What started out as 
character paintings implemented as work on walls has expanded as she unfolds her career as an artist. Recognizing 
that all the characters she creates are in actuality self-portraits inspired her to paint her face far beyond the simple 
mustachioed application. In a striking transformation that is truly her own, transferring her characters from two 
dimensional walls as overlays on her face transforms the artist into species from nature that attracts, surprises and 
scares a little, just as in nature some of the most colorful creatures cause us to proceed with caution as we observe with 
wonder at their unusual colors and patterns.

It’s essential to Kashink that she conveys a positive self-image as an activist, using humor if in the mood, and always a 
bright palette of colors. Many ask the artist the meaning of the double eyes in her art. While she does not take credit for 
this being an original idea, she starting adding them into the mix after someone had vandalized a wall she was in the 
progress of painting by whiting out her name and parts of her characters and adding political text. The extra eyes add 
to the expressiveness and create a multiplicity of moods depending on where you focus your gaze when observing the 
work while adding an overall depth and complexity. A layering well-suited to the artist who is intensely thoughtful and 
complex herself.

Kashink’s future plans include authoring a book that will serve as her manifesto about the human right to present 
ourselves in total freedom and not to care about norms, rules and systems that are restrictive to our being.

For more information, visit Kashink.com.


